Central nerve terminals contain a limited number of synaptic vesicles (SVs) which mediate the essential process of neurotransmitter release during their activity-dependent fusion. The rapid and accurate formation of new SVs with the appropriate cargo is essential to maintain neurotransmission in mammalian brain. Generating SVs containing the correct SV cargo with the appropriate stoichiometry is a significant challenge, especially when multiple modes of endocytosis exist in central nerve terminals, which occur at different locations within the nerve terminals. These endocytosis modes include ultrafast endocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) and activity-dependent bulk endocytosis (ADBE) which are triggered by specific patterns of neuronal activity. This review article will assess the evidence for the role of classical adaptor protein complexes in SV retrieval, discuss the role of monomeric adaptors and how interactions between specific SV cargoes can facilitate retrieval. In addition it will consider the evidence for preassembled plasma membrane cargo complexes and their role in facilitating these endocytosis modes. Finally it will present a unifying model for cargo retrieval at the presynapse, which integrates endocytosis modes in time and space.
INTRODUCTION
The basis of neuronal communication in mammalian brain is the activity-dependent release of chemical neurotransmitter from the presynapse (nerve terminal). This event is triggered by action potential-driven calcium influx, resulting in the fusion of neurotransmitter-containing synaptic vesicles (SVs). The pool of SVs that are available for fusion at any one time is highly limited (between 200-400) inside a typical small central nerve terminal (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996; Wilhelm et al., 2014) . Neurotransmission is sustained by the rapid and accurate reformation of these SVs via a series of endocytosis modes, some of which form SVs directly at the plasma membrane, and others via an endosomal intermediate. The reformation of SVs is a complex process, since in addition to generating an organelle with the correct size and shape, this organelle must also contain the correct complement of SV cargo with the correct stoichiometry. SV cargo retrieval from the presynaptic plasma membrane is particularly challenging, when one considers that a typical SV contains greater than 80 different proteins (Takamori et al., 2006) with copy numbers ranging from 1 to 70 molecules (Takamori et al., 2006; Wilhelm et al., 2014) . Because of these strict requirements, central nerve terminals have evolved a series of cargo recognition/retrieval strategies that have been integrated into a range of discrete endocytosis modes. This review article will summarize these strategies and then discuss how some or all integrate with different modes of endocytosis.
SV CARGO CLUSTERING MECHANISMS AP-2
The first step in SV cargo retrieval is their clustering at the plasma membrane. The best characterized mechanism for SV cargo selection and clustering is via the clathrin adaptor protein complex, adaptor protein complex-2 (AP-2). AP-2 is a cytoplasmic heterotetrameric complex formed from four separate polypeptides named adaptins (α, β, σ and µ; Paczkowski et al., 2015) . AP-2 is thought to adopt a ''closed'' conformation in the cytosol with SV cargo recognition motifs concealed by an intramolecular interaction of µ2 adaptin (LΦD/EΦD/E, Φ refers to a bulky hydrophobic amino acid) with a clathrin recognition motif on β2 (Collins et al., 2002) . This auto-inhibition is relieved on AP-2 binding to phosphatidylinositol (4,5) bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P 2 ) at the plasma membrane and stabilized by both cargo binding (Jackson et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2014) and other pioneer molecules such as eps15, FcHO2 and SGIP (Henne et al., 2010; Hollopeter et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016) . This interaction also releases clathrin cargo recognition motifs (LLNLD) allowing recruitment of clathrin to the cargo cluster (Kelly et al., 2014) . A series of canonical motifs have been identified on SV cargo that are recognized by both the µ2 and β2 adaptin subunits of this complex (YxxΦ, D/ExxxLL, x refers to any amino acid, Kelly and Owen, 2011; Rao et al., 2012) . These canonical motifs were first identified when examining clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) in non-neuronal cells, however almost all SV cargo (but not all) contains at least one of these motifs.
Robust evidence exists to support the importance of AP-2 in SV cargo clustering and subsequent retrieval. For example, disruption of AP-2 binding motifs on a variety of SV cargo result in either their stranding on the plasma membrane or their retarded retrieval during action potential stimulation (Grass et al., 2004; Voglmaier et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2010; Foss et al., 2013) . Furthermore, redirection of AP-2 to mitochondria or its depletion (using either shRNA or conditional knockout) slows the retrieval of a variety of SV cargo during endocytosis (Kim and Ryan, 2009; Willox and Royle, 2012; Kononenko et al., 2014) . The fact that SV cargo retrieval is slowed, but not arrested, suggests that AP-2-mediated clustering is not obligatory for this event however. Therefore, AP-2 appears to be a key component of the SV cargo clustering machinery and is also important for their efficient retrieval during endocytosis.
Monomeric Adaptors
The majority of SV cargo contains canonical interaction motifs for AP-2 that facilitate their clustering at the plasma membrane. However, some do not, including the essential soluble N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) protein synaptobrevin II (sybII). This suggests that other clustering and retrieval mechanisms must occur at nerve terminals to ensure accurate SV cargo retrieval. The helical SNARE motif of sybII is essential for SV fusion when complexed with the plasma membrane proteins syntaxin and SNAP-25 (Weber et al., 1998) . However, in addition to this key role, the SNARE motifs of multiple synaptobrevin isoforms form a binding platform for the adaptor molecule CALM which controls their trafficking in non-neuronal cells (Miller et al., 2011) . This led to the discovery that the SNARE motif of sybII is a recognition motif for not just CALM, but also the neuronal specific isoform AP180 (Koo et al., 2011) . Depletion of AP180 by shRNA or abrogation of AP180 binding via mutagenesis of the SNARE motif both led to increased plasma membrane stranding of sybII in cultured neurons (Koo et al., 2011) . The role for AP180 in sybII clustering and retrieval appears to be specific for this essential SV cargo, since sybII surface stranding and retrieval was specifically disrupted in AP180 knockout mice, whereas other SV cargoes were unaffected (Koo et al., 2015) . Thus AP180 and CALM are monomeric adaptor proteins that specially control sybII retrieval in central nerve terminals.
The existence of a monomeric adaptor for one specific SV cargo is not confined to sybII. A similar adaptation is also present in central nerve terminals for the essential SV cargo synaptotagmin-1 (Syt-1). Syt-1 is essential for coupling of calcium influx to SV fusion, with calcium binding to its C2 domains resulting in synchronous neurotransmitter release on action potential stimulation (Geppert et al., 1994) . Syt-1 also contains a well characterized interaction motif for AP-2 within its C2B calcium binding domain (Zhang et al., 1994; Chapman et al., 1998; Grass et al., 2004) . However, it also interacts with the monomeric adaptor protein stonin-2 via both its C2A and C2B domains (Walther et al., 2004; Diril et al., 2006) . Ablation of multiple stonin-2 interaction interfaces on Syt-1 results in its increased surface stranding, suggesting this interaction is important for efficient clustering for its retrieval (Diril et al., 2006) . Furthermore, increased Syt-1 stranding is observed in neurones derived from stonin-2 knockout mice with this effect specific for Syt-1, similar to the relationship between sybII and AP180 (Kononenko et al., 2013) . Thus even though some SV cargo have AP-2 interaction motifs, potentially key SV molecules such as Syt-1 have additional levels redundancy for their clustering to ensure their accurate retrieval.
Intrinsic Trafficking Partners (iTRAPs)
As discussed above, additional mechanisms exist in central nerve terminals to ensure that SV cargoes which perform essential functions in SV exocytosis, such as sybII and Syt-1, are clustered and retrieved efficiently during endocytosis. It is now becoming apparent that in addition to monomeric adaptors, interactions between specific SV cargoes themselves provide a final ''fail-safe'' mechanism to ensure accurate clustering and retrieval. The SV cargoes that provide this additional level of redundancy have been termed intrinsic trafficking partners (iTRAPs).
The first iTRAP identified was the abundant transmembrane SV cargo synaptophysin. Early studies which examined the effect of genomic deletion of the synaptophysin gene revealed that its absence had no apparent effect on either neurotransmitter release or presynaptic morphology (Eshkind and Leube, 1995; McMahon et al., 1996) . Later studies revealed that the absence of synaptophysin had a small effect on endocytosis kinetics (Kwon and Chapman, 2011 ). However, the major presynaptic role of synaptophysin is the retention and clustering of sybII at the nerve terminal to ensure its accurate retrieval. In synaptophysin knockout neurons, both endogenous and exogenously expressed sybII is mislocalized from nerve terminals and is stranded at the plasma membrane (Gordon et al., 2011; Gordon and Cousin, 2013) . Synaptophysin may also be essential for ensuring the correct stoichiometry of sybII trafficking. This was revealed via the titration of additional synaptophysin copies into wild-type neurons resulting in the clustering and retrieval of sybII in an 1:2 ratio (Gordon et al., 2016) .
A second iTRAP is synaptic vesicle protein 2A (SV2A), which ensures the accurate clustering and retrieval of Syt-1. SV2A interacts with the C2B domain of Syt-1 via its N-terminus (Schivell et al., 1996) however this interaction only occurs when the N-terminus is phosphorylated at a specific residue (Thr 84) by the casein kinase family (Pyle et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2015) . Interestingly, the interaction motif for SV2A binding within the Syt-1 C2B domain overlaps with the interaction site for AP-2 (Zhang et al., 2015) , suggesting that this interaction may be mutually exclusive. Depletion of SV2A with either shRNA or via genomic knockout results in an increased surface localization of Syt-1, with no discernible effect on other SV cargo Zhang et al., 2015) . Interestingly, SV2A depletion with shRNA in stonin-2 knockout neurons results in additive effects on Syt-1 plasma membrane stranding, suggesting both act in concert to control its clustering after exocytosis (Kaempf et al., 2015) .
The iTRAPs synaptophysin and SV2A share a number of common features. First, they are both multi-pass transmembrane proteins, whereas the SV cargoes that they interact with are single-pass transmembrane proteins. Second, they are both present in an approximately 1:2 ratio with their interaction partners (Takamori et al., 2006; Wilhelm et al., 2014) , suggesting that they may be the major determinants of cargo stoichiometry on SVs. Finally, they appear to function in concert with a monomeric adaptor protein. Is it still to be determined whether more iTRAPs exist, or whether they are limited to the trafficking of essential SV cargo sybII and Syt-1.
ENDOCYTOSIS MODES AT THE PRESYNAPSE
There are at least three different modes of endocytosis that form SVs, CME, ultrafast endocytosis and activity-dependent bulk endocytosis (ADBE), with the endocytosis mode utilized determined by the intensity of stimulation encountered.
CME
The adaptor protein complex AP-2 clusters SV cargo on the plasma membrane and this action aids the recruitment of clathrin (Paczkowski et al., 2015) . Since AP-2 is a major SV cargo clustering molecule, it suggests that the ubiquitous endocytosis mode CME should play a key role in SV reformation during neuronal activity. This assumption was supported by a number of key studies demonstrating that depletion of clathrin heavy chain, redirection of clathrin to mitochondria or overexpression of dominant negative clathrin adaptors arrested the retrieval of genetically-encoded reporters of SV cargo (Granseth et al., 2006; Willox and Royle, 2012) . The requirement for CME appeared to be dependent on stimulus intensity, with CME being the dominant endocytosis mode during mild stimulation but saturating during more intense stimulation (Granseth et al., 2006; Clayton et al., 2008 ). An obligatory requirement for clathrin during endocytosis from the plasma membrane has recently been questioned (Kononenko et al., 2014; Watanabe et al., 2014; Soykan et al., 2017) . However it is most likely that its role is more nuanced, with other studies revealing a contribution to both SV and cargo retrieval in different neuronal systems at physiological temperatures (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Delvendahl et al., 2016) .
Ultrafast Endocytosis
As stated above, CME forms SVs directly from the plasma membrane. In contrast, ultrafast endocytosis forms small endosomes (approximately 60 nm in diameter) directly from the nerve terminal peri-active zone within 100 ms of action potential stimulation (Watanabe and Boucrot, 2017) . SVs are then rapidly generated from these endosomes (within 5 s). Similar to CME, ultrafast endocytosis may saturate during periods of elevated neuronal activity (Soykan et al., 2017) . Ultrafast endocytosis was discovered using a ''flash-and-freeze'' technique which integrated optogenetic stimulation with rapid freezing of tissue to resolve endocytic intermediates (Watanabe et al., 2013a,b) . These studies were all performed at physiological temperature and under these conditions no clathrin intermediates were observed at the plasma membrane after stimulation (Watanabe et al., 2014) . This suggested that ultrafast endocytosis rather than CME was the dominant endocytosis mode during mild stimulation. A lack of requirement for clathrin in ultrafast endocytosis was confirmed in neurons which had clathrin heavy chain depleted using siRNA (Watanabe et al., 2014) . However, an obligatory requirement for clathrin in SV generation from these endosomes was revealed under the same experimental conditions (Watanabe et al., 2014) .
ADBE
The final presynaptic endocytosis mode is ADBE. As the name suggests, ADBE is only triggered during high activity and is the dominant endocytosis mode under these conditions (Clayton et al., 2008) . Similar to ultrafast endocytosis, ADBE is a two-step process with bulk endosomes being formed direct from the plasma membrane, from which SVs are subsequently generated . In contrast to ultrafast endocytosis however, ADBE forms large endosomes (up to 500 µm diameter) with a timescale that is at least an order of magnitude slower (Clayton et al., 2008) . The formation of bulk endocytosis is directly coupled to neuronal activity via a dephosphorylation cascade initiated by the protein phosphatase calcineurin Wu et al., 2014) . Bulk endosome formation is also clathrin-independent (Heerssen et al., 2008; Kasprowicz et al., 2008; Kononenko et al., 2014; Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Soykan et al., 2017) , however SV generation from these endosomes requires both clathrin and adaptor proteins (Heerssen et al., 2008; Kasprowicz et al., 2008; Cheung and Cousin, 2012; Kononenko et al., 2014) .
HOW DOES CARGO CLUSTERING INTEGRATE WITH KNOWN ENDOCYTOSIS MODES?
Multiple SV cargo clustering mechanisms exist in central nerve terminals. In addition to this there are at least three discrete endocytosis modes that can be triggered dependent on stimulus intensity. This raises an important question-do different endocytosis modes have similar or autonomous mechanisms that are responsible for cargo selection and retrieval?
Pre-Assembled Clusters-Separating Fused SVs from Cargo Retrieval Ultrafast endocytosis retrieves plasma membrane at the peri-active zone within 50 ms of action potential stimulation (Watanabe et al., 2013b) . Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the same cargoes that were present on the SV that fused during the same stimulation train are retrieved via this endocytosis mode. This is a major conceptual point, since it illustrates that even when exocytosis and endocytosis are in balance, the SV cargo deposited and retrieved from the plasma membrane can be distinct. In support, there is now accumulating experimental evidence that plasma membrane cargo is clustered prior to action potential stimulation and can be distinct from that deposited during exocytosis.
The first evidence for the absence of a mandatory requirement for newly deposited SV cargo to be retrieved by endocytosis came from studies using a genetically encoded reporter of SV cargo that had a protease-cleavable site (sybII-pHluorin). Removal of the fluorescent moiety from the plasma membrane population of sybII-pHluorin revealed that the reporter deposited on the cell surface during neuronal activity was not the same as the reporter that was retrieved by endocytosis . This result was confirmed in a separate study which demonstrated that endogenous SV cargoes present on the plasma membrane were retrieved during endocytosis (Fernández-Alfonso et al., 2006) . Furthermore, plasma membrane-localized SV cargoes were demonstrated to be preferentially retrieved during the same stimulus train though use of antibodies conjugated to fluorescent pH-sensitive dyes that tracked endogenous proteins. Such pre-assembled plasma membrane clusters have been termed the ''readily retrievable pool'' and were revealed to reside in the peri-active zone (Hua et al., 2011) . It is therefore tempting to speculate that this ''readily retrievable pool'' forms the cargo that is available and immediately retrieved during ultrafast endocytosis.
SV cargo should be freely diffusible in the plasma membrane, meaning the readily retrievable pool has to be constrained within the peri-active zone area via specific molecular mechanisms. Adaptor proteins may perform a key role in this regard. Using genetically-encoded reporters of SV cargo in conjunction with super-resolution microscopy, it was demonstrated that freshly deposited cargo was freely diffusible within the plasma membrane, but was prevented from leaving the presynapse by the presence of adaptor proteins and potentially other unidentified factors which retarded diffusion . Interestingly, the iTRAP synaptophysin has recently been proposed to aid clearance of sybII from active zone regions during action potential stimulation (Rajappa et al., 2016) . This suggests that a number of SV cargo clustering mechanisms participate in forming and maintaining the readily retrievable pool.
Ultrafast Endocytosis vs. Kiss-and-Run
The premise that different SV cargoes are retrieved during ultrafast endocytosis that were deposited in the plasma membrane has invited comparisons with a different endocytosis mode that is widely utilized in secretory cells-kiss-and-run (Alés et al., 1999; Wen et al., 2016) . During kiss-and-run the secretory vesicle transiently fuses to release its soluble contents and then immediately fissions, without ever integrating into the plasma membrane (Alabi and Tsien, 2013) . The existence of kissand-run at typical small central nerve terminals is still contested (He and Wu, 2007) , mainly due to the fact that very few methods exist to visualize the occurrence of this potential event. The major argument for kiss-and-run in neurons was conceptual, in that it appeared to provide a mechanism to regenerate SVs with high speed and minimal energy expenditure. However the discovery of ultrafast endocytosis may negate a number of these conceptual points.
For example, ultrafast endocytosis can generate SVs within 3-5 s of the invasion of action potentials. While still an order of magnitude slower that kiss-and-run (Alés et al., 1999) , it should be considered that the kinetics of SV acidification and subsequent neurotransmitter filling would be rate limiting in terms of producing a fully functional SV (Hori and Takahashi, 2012) . This specific point may have a large impact on presynaptic physiology, since SVs generated via ultrafast endocytosis may by fully fusion competent, but incompletely filled with neurotransmitter. Interestingly a recent study has suggested that incompletely filled SVs are less fusion competent than fully filled SVs , suggesting that ultrafast SVs may not immediately replenish the RRP, or if they do so, will decrease release probability. It will therefore be critical to determine the fusion competence of SVs generated via ultrafast endocytosis and whether this competence increases over time.
The discovery of ultrafast endocytosis also removes another conceptual argument for kiss-and-run, the requirement to keep the active zone clear of deposited SV cargo. Theoretically, kissand-run should facilitate SV fusion in this regard, since no cargo physically enters the active zone. However, a number of studies have demonstrated that interfering with the function of dynamin, clathrin or the iTRAP synaptophysin results in a short-term depression of release, suggesting SV cargo was being deposited into the active zone (Kawasaki et al., 2000; Hua et al., 2013; Rajappa et al., 2016) . By immediately removing the preassembled readily retrievable pool of clustered SV cargo, ultrafast endocytosis should permit the fast clearance of cargo by facilitating new clustering within the now empty periactive zone area.
Since ultrafast endocytosis fulfils most of the conceptual requirements that were proposed or the existence of kiss-and-run, it is highly plausible that the latter may not be utilized in small central nerve terminals. Increasing knowledge of the molecular mechanism of ultrafast endocytosis should allow this hypothesis to be tested directly, via molecular intervention in large secretory cells where kiss-and-run is prevalent. The converse is also true, if future studies in these cells identify key molecules for kiss-and-run, the function of which can then be interrogated at central synapses.
Clathrin-Independent or -Dependent Retrieval? Differences in Space and Time
Clathrin-dependent mechanisms are required for the generation of SVs in all three presynaptic endocytosis modes regardless of whether they occur at the plasma membrane or endosome level. Therefore, while some modes are referred to as ''clathrinindependent'' this is something of a misnomer, since clathrin is essential in all cases at some stage. The observed differential locational requirement for clathrin may not even be a question of mechanism, but simply a result of speed-specifically the time required to form a clathrin coat. In ultrafast endocytosis for example, endosomes are formed too rapidly to allow a clathrin coat to generate SVs from the readily retrievable pool. This may also be the case for ADBE, since large invaginations rapidly occur and then fission at the very onset of activity Clayton et al., 2008) . Alternatively, the clathrin-independence of bulk endosome formation during ADBE may arise from the fact that this mode is most likely to occur distal to the peri-active zone and therefore away from preassembled AP-2 adaptor complexes. Therefore, the clathrin-independence of both ultrafast endocytosis and ADBE may be due to either the speed or location of endosome formation. The reduced contribution of clathrin-dependent mechanisms to SV cargo retrieval from the plasma membrane at physiological temperatures (Kononenko et al., 2014; Watanabe et al., 2014; Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Delvendahl et al., 2016; Soykan et al., 2017) is an extension of this reasoning, since SV generation via clathrin will be rate limiting, when compared to ultrafast and ADBE functioning at their optimal kinetics.
As stated above, clathrin is essential to generate SVs in all forms of presynaptic endocytosis. Clathrin is recruited to adaptor protein complexes during the binding of SV cargo (Kelly et al., 2014) , suggesting adaptor protein complexes such as AP-2 also play a pivotal role. Inducible knockout of AP-2 both in neuronal culture and in vivo resulted in enlarged bulk endosomes and SV depletion in nerve terminals (Kononenko et al., 2014) , suggesting AP-2 is required for SV generation during high intensity stimulation. The endosomal adaptor protein complexes AP-1 and AP-3 are also required for SV generation from bulk endosomes, since either interference with their recruitment or their depletion with shRNA arrested SV generation (Cheung and Cousin, 2012) . This diversity of adaptor protein complexes may reflect the heterogeneity in lipid composition of the bulk endosome. In this regard, AP-2 will continue to cluster SV cargo recently internalized from the plasma membrane (which is high in PI(4,5)P 2 ), whereas the ongoing destruction of this phospholipid to make the lipid composition more ''endosomal'' (Chang-Ileto et al., 2011; Milosevic et al., 2011 ) may require AP-1 and AP-3 to maintain SV cargo clustering. Different adaptor protein complexes have different selectivity for specific SV cargo (Robinson, 2004; Newell-Litwa et al., 2007) . Therefore, the fact that a combination of adaptor protein complexes are required for SV generation at bulk endosomes suggests SVs that are formed by ADBE may have a distinct molecular composition in terms their cargo to those formed via CME (which will be exclusively AP-2-dependent). In support, SVs generated via ADBE replenish specific SV pools and perform specific roles within central nerve terminals, such as replenishment of the reserve SV pool and asynchronous release (Cheung et al., 2010; Raingo et al., 2012; Evstratova et al., 2014; Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017) .
Cargo Retrieval during ADBE
The process of ADBE involves a large internalization of plasma membrane, presumably a distance away from the active zone. Therefore, would SV cargo that is clustered at the peri-active zone be internalized on formation of bulk endosomes, and if not how would essential cargo be incorporated into SVs generated via ADBE? SVs that are generated by ADBE are fusion competent (Cheung et al., 2010; Cousin, 2012, 2013; Evstratova et al., 2014) , meaning essential cargo has been integrated into SVs at some stage of the process. There are two extreme possibilities. First, SV cargo destined for ADBE is clustered for internalization at sites distant from the peri-active zone, or second, plasma membrane molecules (including SV cargo) are retrieved in a non-specific manner during the rapid invagination that occurs during bulk endosome formation.
Biochemical enrichment of bulk endosomes immediately after their formation revealed that a series of essential SV cargo molecules were present, suggesting they were retrieved during invagination (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015) . Furthermore, simultaneous monitoring of endogenous SV cargo with membrane invagination in large atypical nerve terminals demonstrated that during ''fast'' endocytosis cargo was internalized into a slowly acidifying compartment (Okamoto et al., 2016) . Fast endocytosis is triggered by strong stimulation and generally thought to equate to ADBE (Wu et al., 2005) , therefore this compartment may reflect bulk endosomes. In contrast, when the retrieval of four different exogenously expressed reporters of SV cargo (sybII, Syt-1, vGLUT and synaptophysin) were examined during high intensity activity in typical small nerve terminals, there was no evidence of sequestration into a slowly acidifying compartment (NicholsonFish et al., 2015) . Furthermore, the retrieval of these cargoes was unaffected by any maneuver that arrested ADBE (NicholsonFish et al., 2015) . The presence of endogenous SV cargo on purified bulk endosomes and their efficient retrieval during intense activity suggests that these essential molecules are sequestered via ADBE. However, it also suggests that exogenous reporters of SV cargo may not be accurately reflecting the physiological situation (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Okamoto et al., 2016) .
In contrast to other exogenously expressed reporters, VAMP4-pHluorin was retrieved by ADBE. VAMP4 is a non-canonical SNARE that displays a relatively high plasma membrane localization (Raingo et al., 2012) . Endogenous VAMP4 was highly enriched on purified bulk endosomes and its retrieval during high intensity stimulation was arrested by interventions that inhibited ADBE but not CME (NicholsonFish et al., 2015) . Interestingly, depletion of VAMP4 itself arrested ADBE, indicating that it is an essential molecule for bulk endosome generation. The underlying mechanism has not yet been determined, however VAMP4 lacking a dileucine motif for AP-1 (Peden et al., 2001) could not support ADBE when it replaced the endogenous form in primary cultures (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015) . Thus, VAMP4 may act as a nucleating factor for ADBE cargo in locations distinct from the peri-active zone. Interestingly, synaptotagmin-7 (Syt-7) displays a very similar trafficking behavior to VAMP4 (Li et al., 2017) , suggesting it may also be selectively retrieved during ADBE. In support, both VAMP4 and Syt-7 perform key roles in asynchronous release (Raingo et al., 2012; Bacaj et al., 2013) , suggesting ADBE derived SVs are essential to mediate this form of neurotransmitter release (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017) .
PERSPECTIVES Does the Amount of Cargo on the Plasma Membrane Equate with Retrieval?
Some proportion of SV cargo will always reside on the plasma membrane at any one time, however it is striking that there are large discrepancies between the amounts observed in resting neurons. Some SV cargoes display extremely low plasma membrane expression (such as vGLUT, vGAT and SV2A) whereas others (such as Syt-1, sybII, Syt-7, Vti1a and VAMP4) display expression levels of up to 50% of total (Raingo et al., 2012; Ramirez et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017) . A key question is-why is there such a disparity between these cargoes? One possible explanation is that cargoes with a low SV copy number are more efficiently clustered than those with a high copy number such as sybII and Syt-1. However, there is no obvious linear relationship between plasma membrane expression and this parameter (Takamori et al., 2006; Wilhelm et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2015) . Alternatively, the high plasma membrane expression of sybII and Syt-1 may also reflect the fact that these proteins are essential for SV fusion. Their high preponderance at the plasma membrane will therefore provide a reservoir from which endocytosis can sample to sustain efficient neurotransmission during periods of high activity (Fernández-Alfonso et al., 2006) . There may also be mechanistic requirements for high plasma membrane expression of specific cargoes, for example the essential requirement for VAMP4 in ADBE (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015) . Experimental strategies to anchor the cytoplasmic domains of SV cargo in the plasma membrane are available (Yao et al., 2012) and could be employed in future to determine whether the permanent residency of SV cargo has any mechanistic impact on either clustering or endocytosis when expressed in wild-type systems.
An increase in the amount of plasma membrane localized SV cargoes is usually assumed to reflect a deficiency in their retrieval during endocytosis. Many studies are consistent with this hypothesis (Kim and Ryan, 2009; Gordon et al., 2011; Foss et al., 2013; Koo et al., 2015) . However in specific cases, there seems to be a disconnection between plasma membrane localization and SV cargo retrieval. The most obvious instance is the activity-dependent retrieval of Syt-1. As stated previously, depletion of either AP-2, stonin-2 or SV2A all result in the increased stranding of Syt-1 at the plasma membrane (Kim and Ryan, 2009; Yao et al., 2010; Kononenko et al., 2013; Kaempf et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015) . In agreement with the studies above, depletion of AP-2 using shRNA also slows the retrieval of Syt-1 in mammalian neurones (Kim and Ryan, 2009 ). However, genomic knockout of stonin-2, or depletion of SV2A with shRNA accelerates the retrieval of Syt-1 (Kononenko et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) with this effect exacerbated when SV2A is depleted in stonin-2 knockout neurones (Kaempf et al., 2015) . There are a number of potential explanations for this disengagement between surface localization and retrieval. First there may be different retrieval mechanisms that are dominant at rest or during evoked neuronal activity. Thus, depletion of stonin-2 or SV2A may impact one particular endocytosis mode resulting in accelerated Syt-1 retrieval. In support, stonin-2 knockout neurons display in decrease in large endosomes, suggesting a defect in ADBE (Kononenko et al., 2013) . However, depletion of SV2A has no discernible effect on endocytosis Zhang et al., 2015) . Alternatively, faulty Syt-1 clustering due to the absence of stonin-2 or SV2A may provide the illusion of accelerated Syt-1 retrieval. In this scenario SV cargo which escapes the peri-active zone is not available for retrieval. The remaining Syt-1 (which is inefficiently clustered by AP-2) will therefore appear to be more efficiently retrieved. This dichotomy at present is restricted to Syt-1, since depletion of AP-2, AP180 or synaptophysin all increase sybII surface expression and retard its retrieval (Kim and Ryan, 2009; Gordon et al., 2011; Koo et al., 2011 Koo et al., , 2015 . Therefore, this phenotype is not specific to cargoes that are trafficked by monomeric adaptors or iTRAPs.
SV Cargo Retrieval as an Entry Mechanism
The physiological role of SV cargo retrieval via endocytosis is to sustain neurotransmission, however it can also be exploited by exogenous agents to gain access into neurons. An obvious example of this is the entry of clostridial neurotoxins such as tetanus and botulinum toxins. A number of SV cargoes have been proposed to bind to and mediate the entry of a series of toxin molecules (SV2 for tetanus toxin and botulinum toxins A, D, E, F; Syt-1 for botulinum toxins B, G; Dong et al., 2003 Dong et al., , 2006 Dong et al., , 2008 Fu et al., 2009; Rummel et al., 2009; Yeh et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011) . In addition to toxic effects, the luminal domains of SV cargo can also act as facilitators of drug entry into neurons. A classic example is the widely employed anti-epileptic levetiracetam (Lynch et al., 2004) . Levetiracetam binds SV2A at a series of transmembrane FIGURE 1 | Activity-dependent control of synaptic vesicle (SV) cargo clustering and retrieval. During low neuronal activity SV cargo is clustered within the peri-active zone by AP-2, the monomeric adaptors AP180 and stonin-2 and intrinsic trafficking partners (iTRAPs), This constitutes the "readily retrievable pool" (yellow shaded area) and is immediately retrieved by either ultrafast endocytosis or clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME). Due to their different kinetics, clathrin forms SVs from endosomes during ultrafast endocytosis whereas it forms SVs at the plasma membrane during CME. During high neuronal activity, an increased number of fusion events saturates the readily retrievable pool, meaning SV cargo escapes the peri-active zone. This cargo is then captured by activity-dependent bulk endocytosis (ADBE) which forms endosomes directly from the plasma membrane at sites distal to the active zone (green shaded are). There may also be ADBE-specific cargoes (such as VAMP4) that are clustered of within this region which will also be specifically internalized via ADBE.
domains (Correa-Basurto et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015) and its uptake is facilitated by increased neuronal activity (Meehan et al., 2011 (Meehan et al., , 2012 . Therefore SV cargo retrieval may offer an interesting clinical avenue, by linking the therapeutic payload to small molecules which recognize the luminal domains of SV cargoes.
Integration of Efficient SV Cargo Retrieval and Endocytosis
The efficient incorporation of the correct cargo with the appropriate stoichiometry into SVs is essential for optimal presynaptic performance. Current understanding of cargo clustering mechanisms at the plasma membrane are continually evolving and are being integrated into recently identified mechanisms of endocytosis, some of which are only beginning to be understood. This presents a challenge when attempting to understand how SV cargo is selected and how SVs are generated from the plasma membrane. The model presented below attempts to incorporate current information to present a unified framework for the retrieval of both cargo and SVs during neuronal activity.
The presynapse has always been thought of as a primed system, with SVs that are competent for fusion being docked at the active zone. The trigger for neurotransmitter release is invasion of an action potential, resulting in calcium influx and SV fusion. This priming analogy can now be extrapolated to endocytosis, with preassembled clusters of SV cargo primed for retrieval in the readily retrievable pool. Therefore almost immediately on action potential invasion this cargo is internalized by ultrafast endocytosis, providing a rapid mechanism via which SVs with the correct complement of cargo can be generated.
The process of cargo reclustering at the peri-active should occur as soon as SVs fuse on action potential invasion. This is important for: (1) preparing the readily retrievable pool for the next cycle of activity ; and (2) for clearing the active zone for new fusion events (Hua et al., 2013; Rajappa et al., 2016) . During low levels of activity this clustering will be sufficient to replenish SVs generated from either ultrafast endosomes or via CME at the plasma membrane (Figure 1) . However, during more intense stimulation it is highly likely that the readily retrievable pool will be become saturated by the flux of SV cargo being deposited into the plasma membrane. In this instance, essential SV cargo will escape the confines of the peri-active zone and instead be accumulated by ADBE (which occurs distal to the peri-active zone and will only be triggered under intense stimulation conditions, Figure 1 ). This may explain why bulk endosomes accumulate endogenous SV cargo (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015; Okamoto et al., 2016) and the requirement for additional adaptor protein complexes for their clustering at the bulk endosome membrane (Cheung and Cousin, 2012; Kononenko et al., 2014) .
In addition to classical SV cargoes, non-canonical forms such as VAMP4 and Syt-7 may cluster (or be clustered by an as yet unidentified factor) ADBE-specific cargo at sites selective for ADBE (Figure 1) . The location of such sites is still undetermined, however may link to sites of actin polymerization related to the action of both formins and myosin II (Gormal et al., 2015; Soykan et al., 2017) . The essential role of VAMP4 interactions with adaptor proteins in generating bulk endosomes in ADBE (Nicholson-Fish et al., 2015) suggests that it may be a key molecule in nucleating this specific subset of cargo molecules. Whether ADBE has specific adaptor molecules to perform this task remains to be determined, possibly cargo-cargo interactions similar to those observed with iTRAPs may be sufficient in this instance.
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